ST. MARGARET SCHOOL
2023-2024 THIRD GRADE SUPPLY LIST

Fee included in the tuition invoice
These items will be in the classroom for your child on the first day of school.
3  #7537 Cursive writing tablets (2 for school, 1 for home)
2  #380DSC Copybooks
1  Homework pad
1  Large zipper pencil case
5  Vinyl Folders: Spanish, Art, Music & 2 for Classroom
2  Small box sets of flash cards (multiplication & division)
5  Glue Sticks Large
10 Dry Erase Markers (5 Fine Point & 5 Regular)
1  Pencil box

The following school supplies may be purchased through the prepackage program or at any local store.

4  100 Page Wide Ruled hard marble copybooks
24  #2 pencils sharpened with erasers
1  Crayola Thin Markers
2  Red pens
3  Pink eraser
2  Scissors (pointed)
1  Small box of colored pencils
2  Highlighters
1  16ct. Pack of Crayola crayons
1  Black fine tip sharpie for Art
1  6” ruler for Art

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

1  Pair of headphones or earbuds (parent’s choice)
1  NEW STUDENTS ONLY) 100 page Hard marble copybook labeled Spanish
Returning students will use their Spanish marble copybooks from 2nd grade. The Spanish teacher will hold it over the summer.
2  JUMBO stretchy book covers
1  Recent picture of student (2 ½” x 3” NO LARGER) Hand in at Meet the Teacher Day
1  Fabric placemat or dish towel to be kept in the student’s lunchbox
1  Backpack style of book bag (no wheels).

No binders of any kind
We are asking that all workbooks (not copybooks) be covered with clear (not colored) contact paper. Please label all clothes, lunch boxes and materials with your child’s first and last name. Parents will need to refill supplies as needed throughout the school year.